
“LAWRENCE” Pastel on Paper, Mark Gilbert

“PAT” Pencil, Norman Gilbert
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PRIOR TO THE VISITING THE EXHIBITION 
IN THE WEBER ART GALLERY 
Consider the question - 
 1. When you look at a portrait, whose ‘voice’ is 
  most prominent, the artist’s or the subject’s?

Review the following quotes from Mark Gilbert then visit cfam.unomaha.edu and watch, 
Scottish Artist, Norman Gilbert - Drawings of his late wife, Pat. After watching the video 
read, How art is helping doctors and caregivers better understand dementia patients.

RELATIONSHIPS
 “When we look at a portrait, we are not just looking at a picture of an individual; 
   we are looking at a picture of someone being looked at. Portraits are a testament  
   to a relationship.” – Mark Gilbert

REASONS FOR MAKING THE WORK/MOTIVATIONS
According to Mark Gilbert, his “portraits were created as part of a research study; 
Norman Gilbert’s were created out of necessity.”

Based on what you understand of the art and artists, answer the following questions:
 2. How might the artist/sitter relationship parallel aspects of 
  patient/caregiver interactions?
 3. What do you think motivated Norman Gilbert to make his drawings?
 4. Do you think it was appropriate for Norman Gilbert to make these drawings? 
  Explain why you think it is or is not appropriate?
 5. What reasons do you think Mark Gilbert had to create his portraits?

WHILE AT THE EXHIBIT
Compare and contrast the nature of relationships pictured in Mark and Norman 
Gilbert’s artwork. Consider the following questions as you view the artwork.
 6. Norman Gilbert’s pictures are a testament to a husband and a wife, an artist 
  and a sitter, and a patient and a caregiver. As a viewer, how do you relate to 
  these drawings?
 7. Mark Gilbert’s works reflect that of an artist and a sitter and a researcher 
  and a subject. As a viewer how do you relate to these drawings?

AFTER THE VISIT
Revisit your answers to questions 1 - 5 and consider how viewing the artworks 
influenced any changes in your answers.
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